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I. Introduction. It is known that the Riemann hypothesis is equivalent to the

statement that all zeros of a certain entire function 4>(z) are real. In 1914, Grommer

[6] gave a countable set of conditions which are necessary and sufficient for all the

zeros of an entire function to be real. The conditions consist in the positivity of

certain determinants of increasing orders, formed with the coefficients of the power

series expansion of the entire function under consideration. In 1927, Pólya [9] stated

the first Grommer condition as a necessary condition for the validity of the Riemann

hypothesis. He also pointed out that there seemed to be no method by which one

could verify this condition. (For a statement of this condition see (8) in §11.)

In 1956, Hayman [7] considers functions f(z) = 2"= o <Vn analytic inside \z\<R

<oo, and satisfying some additional conditions. For this large class F of entire

functions (defined in §11), of which O(z) is also an element, Hayman found an

asymptotic formula for their coefficients. This asymptotic estimate generalizes

Stirling's formula: l/n!~(<?/«)n(27^H)~1,2, to which it reduces in the case/(z) = e2.

However, the situation with respect to the Grommer conditions did not change

because the error term introduced by the use of Hayman's formula is of the same

order as the determinants to be computed.

By considering functions of a smaller class FX^F, Grosswald [5] strengthened

Hayman's assumptions. This enabled him to generalize Hayman's formula by

obtaining an asymptotic series for the coefficients an of the class of functions Fx

which corresponds to the asymptotic series for the T-function to which it reduces

iff(z) = ez. (Grosswald's result is stated in §11 as Theorem 1.) Using such asymptotic

series for the coefficients of <I>(z), Grosswald shows that the first of Grommer's

conditions is satisfied for all sufficiently large coefficients of 3>(z). The method

used is constructive, thus it is theoretically possible to determine an upper bound

for the finitely many coefficients not covered by the main result and by direct

computation show that they satisfy Grommer's first condition. Hence Grosswald

has shown that a certain condition C, necessary, but by no means sufficient, for the

validity of the Riemann hypothesis is indeed satisfied.
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In this paper a class F2 of functions depending on several variable parameters is

studied. (F2<^F which also satisfies (13).) It is shown, in §111, after the proof of

Theorem 5, that for all values of the parameters belonging to certain ranges F2 c px.

The major result of §111 is Theorem 10, most of the other theorems in this section are

proven in order to establish Theorem 10. Theorem 10 establishes that all functions

in F2 satisfy (9); hence it follows that the method used to verify the positivity of

the determinants, corresponding to the problem of the Riemann zeta function £(s),

works equally well for all other functions of the class F2. Thus all of these functions

satisfy a "condition C" necessary for the validity of a "Riemann hypothesis."

Although Theorems 2-9 of §111 are primarily, as stated in the above paragraph, to

establish Theorem 10 these results do have some independent interest. In particular

Theorems 2 and 3 give us information about the functions defined in (11), (11')

and (12). Theorem 4 estimates the size of the k power of a linear operator operating

on the logarithm of a Dirichlet series. Theorems 5, 6 and 9 give us additional

information about F2 functions and their coefficients. In Theorem 7 we have a very

particular result about T-functions and finally Theorem 8 gives us information about

a root r of the transcendental equation (1).

There are many functions which generalize the Riemann zeta function, and each

of them has a Riemann hypothesis that is associated with it. In this paper it is also

shown that, for particular admissible values of the variable parameters, many of

these classical functions which generalize the Riemann zeta function belong to class

F2. It thus follows that all these functions satisfy a corresponding necessary

condition C for the validity of their Riemann hypothesis.

Among the functions studied are F-functions of real, primitive characters,

Ramanujan's function Z(s, t) = 2"=i r(n)lri where r(ri) is the arithmetic function

defined by
r oo N 24 oo

x|n (i -*m)j = 2 *»>*"•   w < l>

and Dedekind's zeta function i(s, K) = JAcK (Na)~s of a field K of algebraic

numbers. In order to show that condition C is necessary but not sufficient the

Epstein zeta function Z(s, Q), for certain values of the discriminant of the quadratic

form Q(x, y), is also studied. It is shown that Z(s, Q) does indeed satisfy condition

C although it has two real zeros in the interval (0, 1). (For a proof that the Riemann

hypothesis is false see [3], in particular p. 367). Finally, for completeness, it is

shown by an example, that not all functions of class F, in fact not all functions of

class Fi, satisfy condition C.

Throughout it should be kept in mind that all results obtained in the paper refer

only to n sufficiently large.

II. Notation and preliminary material.

2. Let/(z) = 2i=o anzn be analytic inside the circle \z\ < R (<oo), real on the real

axis and such that limx->B/(x)= +oo.
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Set  ax(z) = z d(logf(z))Idz=z f'(z)\f(z),  we  define  inductively  for  iv>l,  av

=z dav-x(z)¡dz.

Let A = the class of real-valued functions, a(x), such that for v> 3 we have that

av(x) ¿ a(x), for sufficiently large x, which may depend on v.

Set ä(x) = g.l.b.asA a(x).

We assume there exists a 8(x) satisfying, for some ae A,

(i) lim;e_B82(x)a2(x)=co,

(ii) limx-,B83(x)a(x) = 0,

(iii) liirix-.B A(x, S) = 0,

where A(x, 8) = Maxmeöf-1(x) |/(x«?i8)|.

Let F be that class of functions f(z) such that a 8(x) satisfying the above

mentioned conditions can be defined.

Let Fx be that class of functions/(z) e F such that ä(x) e A.

Let r = r(n) be the unique root of the transcendental equation

(1) fli(r) = n,

which approaches R as n -> oo. (For proof of uniqueness see [7].)

Let A = A(fl) be the class of functions 8(r) satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) for a given

a{x) e A. For a(x) ë A and m a fixed positive integer we define

(2) A(x) = Max {a2m + 1a23m-512, aa-3m-3'aa§ma4, a23m-5l2a2m + 2, a23m-7l2a2m + 2}.

Now, choosing S(x) e A(a) we define

(3) <pm(x; 8, a) = a2(x)112 Max {(Sa,)"1 e-™»2**, A(x, 8), A(x)},

(4) <Pn(x) = ym(x; 8, a),

where

<S = [S0(x) = l.u.bäeA(S) S(x) if 80 eA(«î)], or

8k for k sufficiently large where {8k(x)} is a sequence such that

8k eA(ä) and limk_.„o Sfc(x) = 80(x) £ A(<z)

[x] = greatest integer ^ x,

(5)

Wk        Vx\v2\---vk\

(_\)HI2 [W3]    J /^A

^»W =     jy,       Z /a Z ( „ )   anO) • • • aVfc(x),        N even.

Remark. Throughout, a summation without limits will be understood to range

over all sets of integers v} ä 3 satisfying vx + ■ ■ ■ + vk = N. By (5), we have that

^42=0 and we set AQ=l. Throughout, any 0-term is understood for n^<x> or,

equivalently, for r -> R.
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With these notations, Professor Grosswald [5] has proven the following theorem

and corollary.

Theorem 1. If f(z) = 2~.ñ=o anz7í 6 F and r = r(ri) is the root of (I), then, for any

choice of the natural integer m, of a(r) e A and 8(r) e A(a), the coefficients an off(z)

admit the following asymptotic expansion

o» =f(r)-r-\2^a2(r))-^-\ J (2fl2"\r)yT(v + \)A2,(r) + 0(cpm(r; 8,a))

f 3m

= fir).r-\2na2ir))-^-\l+n-^ £ (2a2" Wr(v + *)/l2>) + 0(<pm(/-; 8, a))
v = 2

Corollary. Iffiz) e F1; then the error term can be replaced by 0(<pm(/-)) where

<Pmir) is given in (4).

Let iis) —J,n = iilIns) be the ordinary Riemann zeta function.

Considering the function f(í)=-|5(5— l)w_3,2r(í/2)¿;(í), it is easy to show that

from the functional equation of the Riemann zeta function, it follows that

ai-s) = m

Setting s=$ + it, it can be shown that f(i+/f) = 3(f) = 2ñ=o cntn is an entire

function of order 1, of t.

The Riemann hypothesis states that all zeros of the Riemann zeta function that

lie in the strip 0<o< 1 lie on the line a=\. It is well known, and easy to show, that

the Riemann hypothesis is equivalent to all roots of the equation 3(f) = 0 being real.

From page 24 in [4], all roots of 3(f) = 0 are real implies, if c0 is real, that

(7) pn = ncl-in+l)cn_icn + 1 > 0.

As Grosswald [5] shows, this condition is satisfied rather trivially. Now we set

z=—t2, thus

H(o=/w2) =/(*)= 2 «»*"
n = 0

is an entire function of order \. If t0 is a real zero of 3(f), then z0 = —1§ is a negative

zero of/(z) and the Riemann hypothesis is equivalent to the statement that all

zeros of/(z) are negative. In particular they must be real, and (7) becomes

(8) Dn = na*-in+l)an-ian + i > 0,       for all n ^ 1.

Grosswald [5] proves, using Theorem 1 and its corollary, that

(9) Dn = aî(l + 0(\og-1n)).

Clearly, (9) proves (8) for all sufficiently large values of n, and hence, for all

sufficiently large values of n this necessary condition (namely condition C of §1),

is indeed satisfied.
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III. Some definitions and theorems.

3. The general Stirling formula is well known:

(10) logT(z) = \ log 277-Z + (z-i) log z+J(z),

where

J{Z)=Á i?T72l^î^^^^?12K2^zl-2v+^'z)

Bv are the Bernoulli numbers, and

(_1)m J   f» u2m J
Jim,z) = -^-^  T-m,logT-^du.

(For a proof see §3.5 of [1].)

We define

(11) 71(z) = z^7(^-1z1'2+^±^+6m3)=z|/(w)   and   J0(z)=J(w),

where

1+Ml    1/2 , fa + Zp . ,
w = -^- ^    +     4     +6/i3

and /i, /¿j, ju2, /n3 can be either 0 or 1. Furthermore we define, inductively, for v> 1

(110 Jv(z) = z-fzJv_x(z).

Lemma. Defining  the linear differential operator  D = z(d\dz) we have for m
= 1,2,3...

DvJ(m, w) = 0(z-m~112)   for   |argz| < n - 8, 8 > 0.

Proof.

d u       , d f(-l)" 1 f «       w2"1_ 1 \

Because of uniform convergence we can differentiate inside the integral sign. Thus

d j,       ^      1+Mi/    ,«   z112   (2  r       u2m + 2      . 1        ,     m
zTzJ{m>w) = -j¿-{-l) ¡^n^Jo (i+(»>2))2l0grr7^^-(2ffl+1)

f" M2m ,_1_,\
'Jo   l+(u2lw2)    gl-e-2"u    )

It is easy to show that both integrals involved in the above expression are bounded

by a convergent integral. (The bound however depends on m.) Thus

A \A-u 71'2

DJ(m, w) = zJzJ(m, w) = -±p (-1)- ^ 0(1) = 0(z — ^).
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In general DkJ(m, w) can be expressed as a sum of k + 1 terms. By induction on k

one can show that

DkJ(m, w) = 2 ßSgS(z)»),
i = i

where

a^m are constants depending on m and k,

Iumiz) are integrals that are bounded for z -> oo,

gumiz) are functions of z so that |gi*m(z)| g Ck\z\ "

and

Ck is a constant depending on k only.

This completes the proof of the Lemma.

Theorem 2. The 4(z) defined by (11) and (11') satisfy, for k=0, 1,2,...

A(z) = (-l)^2z-i'2|2-<^«1)-21-2"i(^Í^ + 6Ja3)z-1'2| + Z»fcy(l, W)

/or |argz|<7r-S, 3>0.

Proof (by induction).

Immediate for k=0.

Since

TTT-1 if Mi = 0,

= 2"!       if/H-1,

it follows that 1/(1 +ííi) = 2""i and the theorem holds for k= 1.

Now to complete the proof we consider

•4 + i(z) = z-jzJkiz)

= zi-l)k B2jz{2-«™¿ z-ll2-21-2"iiip2 + 2p)l4 + 6p3)z-i} + zjzDkJil,w)

= i-l)k + 1B2z-^{2-«+1+^-2'-2»iiip2 + 2p.)l4 + 6p3)z-112}

+ Dk+1Jil,w). Q.E.D.

Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2 we have

Jkiz) = (- l)*B2z-1,2{2-<"+«i»-21 -2"i (0*a + 2/4/4 + 6p3)} + Oiz-3'2)

for |argz| < -n — 8, 8 > 0.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2 and the lemma that precedes it.
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Let rx and r2 be constants, we define

(12) f(z) = rxj{^- + Í)+r2J(z^2 + \)   and   /¿z) = z^ f(z)

and inductively for v > 1

Mz) = z£zJfv_x(z).

Theorem 3. For the fXz) (V=0, 1, 2,...) defined by (12) we Aai>e

/v(z) = (-ir(2r1 + r2)52z-1/2(2-(" + 1)-(4z1'2)-1) + 0(z-3'2)

/or |argz| <7r—8, S>0.

Proof. /fc(i)=I>fc/(2)=r1/fc(z1'a+i)+ra/k(z1'2+i)    where    Jk(z"2 + \)    and

/k(z1,2+^) are chosen from (11) and (11') respectively so that p=px=p3=0, p2=l

and /x=/x1 = l, p2=p3 = 0. Now the desired result follows from the corollary of

Theorem 2.

Let/(z) = 2 anZn be analytic, real for real z, positive for z positive and sufficiently

large (say for z^x0) and suppose also that log/(z) admits a representation

log/(z) = CjZ1'2 log (z1'2 + c2) + c3 log (z- i)

(13)
+ c4 log (z1'2 + c2) + c5z112 + ce + J(z) + Q(z)

where the branch of the logarithm has been selected so as to be real for z 5: x0, cf are

fixed constants for l = /^6 (Ci>0, c2>0, c3=0 or 1, c4^0), J(z) may be either

/(z) or J(w), and Q(z) has the property that \DkQ(z)\ = 0(x"3'2) (A: = 0, 1,2,...)

for |arg z\ <tt — 8, S>0 and —oo^ Re g(z) = 0(log x) for -n— 8^ |arg z\ S^-

The following theorem shall be used in §§4 and 5.

Theorem 4. Let Z(s) = 2 (a%lns) be a Dirichlet series so that an = 0(nA). If Dz is

the linear operator z(d\dz), then

\Dk(logZ(s))\ = 0(x~312)

for |argz| <tt — 8, 8>0, where s = zll2 + c andk = 0, 1, 2,....

Proof. Let Q(z) = log Z(s). In the range |argz|<7r-8 we differentiate and let

Qw(z) represent the ith derivative of Q(z) with respect to s. It follows by induction

that

DtQV) - i 2 WWa   for k = 1, 2,...
Z    i = l

where a\k) = ak=\ and a\k) = ia\k ~1} + aj*!», i=2, 3.k-1.

Clearly g<w(z) = (dk¡dsk) log Z(s) is a finite sum of / terms, each of the form

Cj,kZ^(s)---Z(^(s)

Z\s)
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for / = 1,2,..., k; j=l,2,..., I where the cUk are constants that depend on k.

a¡ ï; 0 (not necessarily distinct) satisfy 2Í= i <k=k and Z mis) is to be interpreted

to mean 1. In the range |arg z\ <n- 8 we have Z(j) = 2i° iajri)

z«Xs) = |Zt£*»>,. ..,z*Ks) = I a-Áz^l.

Because an=0(/iA) it follows that

Thus,

Z(^) = "2(-log2)«. + 0(3_a

Z'^J)- • -Z^\s) = fl2J(   fog2f + 0(3_s^       ! á /y á ^

Z-'is) = l-/a22-s+0(3-s).

Thus, ß<!c)(z) is a finite sum of / terms each of the form

g«Xz)_(zl2£2)!2*,.« + 0(3-)

Since aî/ g a\ a constant if a2 > 1  and a2' ̂  1 if a2 ̂  1  it follows that   Q}k) =

dk2~si—log2)k + Oi3~s) where dk = a constant,

;. DkilogZis)) = ¿ J «WWa = O(z*'22"0,
¡=i

for k= 1,2,....

For /c = 0 we have logZ(s) = log (l+a22""s + 0(3-s)) = 0(2-s) single a2 is a

constant. Since 8 < | B\ < n- 8 it follows that cos (0/2) > 8¡tt. Hence

|2"2l'2| = exp{Re(-z1/2log2)} = exp {- log 2 • Cos (0/2) • x1'2} g 2-"*1'2"1,

.-.  ^(logZíj))! - Oixkl22-6xl121") = Oix~312)

forjfc = 0, 1,2,....    Q.E.D.
Now we define

Su =1       if/ =j,

= 0       inl-
and

(14) fli(z) = zfjQ

and inductively for k ^ 2,

flfc(z) = Zflfc_i(z).
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We shall now study the akiz). In order to do this we state four lemmas. The first

three lemmas are easily proven by induction and Lemma 4 is immediate from the

three preceding lemmas.

Lemma 1. If D is the linear operator zid/dz) then

Dkic^'2 log (z™ + cj) = g(zi'2 log ekiz^ + c2)-c2+2 (" Vi + k fffc^)

where the b(k) are constants that depend on k and satisfy

bfk~» = 1,       bfk) = 0,       ôi» = ik-ï)\   fork = 1,2,...

and

bm m /¿,(¡c-i) + (/_ l)¿,<1-i>   fori = 2,3,...,k-l.

Lemma 2. If D is the linear operator zid\dz) then

Z)Mog(z-i) = Si,fc+(-1)"- 2 ögz^

where the d\k) are constants that depend on k and satisfy

d[» = 1,       4W = (*- 1) «Ti»   /or * = 2, 3,...

and

of) = idf - » + (i -1) fl^ï »   /or / - 2, 3,..., k-1.

Lemma 3. If D is the linear operator z(d\dz) then

D log(zi/2+c2) = ? 2   ¿iB;CJ,

where the h(k + 1) are constants which depend on k and satisfy

k& = 1,       ^fc) = (*-l)l   fork = 2,3,...

and

/¡ifc + 1> = ih^ + ii- l)h?2i   for i - 2, 3.k.

Lemma 4. Forfiz) satisfying ( 13) and any 8 > 0 we have, uniformly in | arg z | < n — 8

k(z) = £ z"2 log e^'2+c2)-^-2+^ 2 (- Di+fc (^rä+^i.*

+ 1    U     C3¿4'(z-i)'+2%¿        (z^-l-Ca)'

+ a21/24-2>*/(r)+X)*ß(z)

w/¡e/-e ¿Sw, d¡k), hik+l) are the constants defined in Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
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Theorem 5. For f(z) satisfying (13) and any S>0 we have, uniformly in |argz|

<7T-8,

ak(z) = | z1'2 log «V» + J z1'2 + caSUk

05) +H)fc{(_^.Ci)rl«+[^f^

+ (l+/¡2k + 1>)c2c4 + 2'£-2c3lz-1} + 0(z-3'2)

where 81¡k, bf, bf, h2k + 1) have already been defined.

Proof. From the corollary to Theorem 2, Theorem 3, and Lemma 4 we have

ak(z) m £i z1'8 log eH?™+c^-^+8UkCa

ci(  iy+JbVcl      bVd  \ df
+2k{    l)     \z^ + c2   (zi'2 + c2)2) + C3{    l) 4(z-i)

r Uik + l)        r r /.(fc + 1) r
+11 (- ni+t _2i:_+ i2il c_ m _I2-hi5 zi/2. o(z-312)
+2a     ;      z1/2 + c2     2* l     } (zll2 + c2)2   2k      +UK       h

Using df=h{k + 1) = 1 and the Taylor formula we have

—1/2

ak(z) = g z1'2 log eV*+|| z^ + c38ltk-Z-^r{cxc2\2 + (- l)k(cxc22bf + Ci)}

+ Ç- {cx4I3 + ( - l)k(clC32bf + c2c, + 2k -2c3 + cxc32bf + c2cM + »)} + 0(z~3'2).

If k is even bf = 0 and if k is odd bf = 1 ; thus

C-^ + (- \)k(cxc22bf + c2c4) - (-1)*(^+ c4)

and

^ + (- l)fc(Clc¡¿>(í> + c2c4) = (- Wic^y- cicl + c2c^- Q.E.D.

In order to apply Theorem 1 to/(z), as given in (13), we set \z\ =x and choose

S=x"1/6log"1/2x. Clearly R=co, and by Theorem 5, ak(x) = (c1/2fc + 1)x1/2 log x

+ 0(x1/2), for k= 1, 2, 3,.... Ci is the constant of (13) and is independent of k, but

the 0-term is not claimed to be uniform in k. Hence it follows that for every fixed

k > 1 and sufficiently large x we have that ak(x) < ax(x). Thus/(z) e Fx, and we may

choose a(x)=à(x)=ai(x). We have, as x -»■ oo,

S2a2(x) ~ (x1'3 log-1 x)((cxIS)x112 log x) = (c1/8)x1/6 -> oo,

(16)       83a(x) ~ (x-1'2 log"3'2 x)((Cl/4)x1/2 log x) = (Cl/4) log"1'2 x -> 0,

82x1/2 = (x"1'3 log"1 x)x1/2 = x1'6 log"1 x-^ oo.
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Theorem 6. Let f(z) = 2™= o Kzn be analytic, real for real z, positive for z positive

and sufficiently large (say, for z^x0) and such that log/(z) satisfies (13). Ifz = xew

and 8 = x~116 log-1'2 x, then in the range, 8< \0\ <ir — 8, we have,

<T7") log '^Z^' < -—x1'6
U/J 10g/(x) 16X

holds uniformly, for x -> oo.

Proof. Using the Taylor formula (13) becomes

log/(z) = Cjz1'2 logz1,2 + Ci-l-C3 logz+-^logz

+ c5z1i2 + c6+J(z)+Q(z) + 0(z-1'2).

From (13) and Theorems 2 and 3 we have that

\Jiz)\ + \Qiz)\ = 0(x-1'2),

log |ec52l,2| = c5x1/2-cos^>

log\zlliei'lh\ = CiX1/2icos^logx1,2-^sin^-

Thus

log \f(z)\ = CixWcos^logx^-^sin^-l-—cos^l

+ (C3+t) l°ëx + cx + c6 + 0(x-112).

In the range 8 < \ 0\ < it—8 we have

3      101      -n      . 0 S 0  .   0 ^  82
2 < V < 2>   thus cos o < cos 2 2 Sm 2     2~

Hence

(S\ £2    1/2

l-cos|)x1/2 logeV^'2-^*    +0(x-1/2).

From the Taylor series expansion for the cosine it follows that

I f(z\\ 82 r ?i2r112
logier < -Ci-^x^loge^'^i^^-^A^ + O^x^logxJ + Oíx-1'2).

J (X) O ¿IT

From the choice of 8 we have

log^rr < -^(x1,6log-1x)(logec5'cix1,2 + 4ci/7r)
J\X) o

+ 0(x-1/6log-1x) < -%xlle. Q.E.D.
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Theorem 7. Let z = xeie and 8 = x1'6 log  1 x then in the range -n — 8 ̂  10| ̂  -n

(18)

Jl+JH glli +
p2 + 2p + 6p

< (2ny2 exp |_w<1+^ x1/2 + 0(x1/3 log1'2 x)j,

wAere /*, /¿1; p2, p3 take only the values 0 and 1.

Proof. We recall Stirling's formula (see [2])

\T(x + iy)\ = e"«*!»»'2 f»1/a(H- 0(1/| j|)).

Thus, letting

„ = 1+^1/2+^+6^

we have

|rr»| = f»l'a exp {- l+/*i   ,,2  •   0

1 +/*_!  .1/2 .      0
**'* sm 2

lHx.9)

(1+0(|l^,»sin|-))

where

^ ö) = i+ñi xm cos |+^ + 2m + 24^3-2

In the range, 7r-8á|o|^7r, since |0/2| lies completely in the first and fourth

quadrants, we have 0<cos (0/2)<(8/2) and 1 > |sin (0/2)| >sin (|0|/2)> 1 -M§/2)2.

Because p.x = 0 or 1 it is clear that

16
i sin 2 Kl+^sin^   <

.   0
sin 2 < 1

and

Thus

o( l+Ml      1/2     •      ̂ 1
—y1 xll2sm^\ '\ = 0(x~112).

\T(w)\ < O)1'2 exp j-^1 ^l} x1/2il -^)|(x1/2)^'«(l + Q(x-1/2)).    Q.E.D.

Remark. Throughout the remainder of this paper S = S(x) will always be

understood to have the value 8(x) = x~lie log-1'2 x.

We shall now verify that if a function f(z) = 2 anzn admits the representation

(13) and also satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, then its coefficients an satisfy (9)

with Dn defined by (8). For the remainder of this section we will assume that (17)

holds in the sector 10| > 8. For the particular/(z)'s that we deal with in the follow-

ing sections Theorem 7 will be used in order to verify this result. First we replace x
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by the root r = r(ri), of the transcendental equation (1). From (1) and (15) with A: = 1

it follows that

n = |r1'2log^1'2 + |/-1'2 + C3 + i-^-((Clcl/2) + c4)

(19)

- r~Y (OicI/3) + 2c2c4 + (c8/2))r "l+Oir -3'2).

A rearrangement yields

ri/aioggi+ci/Ciri/s = -(n-c3)-((cil2) + (cilc1))r-lla
(20) Cl

+ ((2c23/3) + (2c2c4/ci) + (c3/2Cl))r -'+0(f 3'2).

Some consequences of (20) are

Theorem 8. If 'r is defined as the root of (1), then

(i) (f1/2 log «y1'*)-4 = 0(«-')   for every t > 0,

(21) (ii) log/-—2 log« ~ -2 log log«,

(iii) ^ r1/2 = « log -1 nil + Oiilog log «/log «))).

Proof, (i) is immediate from (20) and (iii) follows from (19) and (ii). In order to

prove (ii) we first rearrange (20) to obtain

rii2logei + c5icirii2 = —{l+icJrO-ifacZlArO + iCilTriÜr-1'*
Cl

+ iicidßri) + ic2cjri) + ic3/4n))r ~l] + Oir ~ 3'2).

Taking logs we get

ilogr + loglogr-log2+0((l/logr)) = log« + log(2/ci) + 0(l/«)

since log log r = log o(log r) it follows that \ log r~log « and log log r~log log «

and the desired result follows.    Q.E.D.

We choose w = 2 and we apply Theorem 1, getting

(22) an = r-»i2Tra2ir))-u2fir){l + S}

where

(23) S = 7T-1'2 2 (2a2\r)yr(v+i)A2v + 0(n(r))
v = 2

and <p2(r) and A2v are given by (4) and (5) respectively.

Throughout the rest of this section we let e2+(cslci>=g.

Theorem 9. Let f be a function satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and also

(13). If S is defined by (23), then

(24) S = -(24ri)-1 + 0(n-1log-1n).
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Proof. Under the hypothesis of the theorem we have

0)    9»a(r) = 0(n-2),

(ii)     J (2fla W'+ÍMaOO = 0(n~2),
v = 4

(iii)    ^f\ = (cxr112 log g rll2)-\l+2log-1 g rll2 + 0(n-2\ogn)),
a2(r)

al(r)

al(r)
(iv)   =§73 = (c1/-1/2logr1/2)-1(l+21og-1gr1/2 + log-2gr1/2 + 0(«-2log«)).

(i) is immediate from (15), (16) and the definitions of 8, X(r), b(r) and <p2(r).

(ii) is immediate from (5), (15), and (21).

(iii) and (iv) are immediate from (15), (21) and the definitions of b¡, h¡. Now the

theorem follows, after much computation, from (20), (21) and (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)

above.    Q.E.D.

Returning to (22) we see that an becomes

(25) an = r-n(27ra2(r))-ll2f(r)(l-(24n)-' + 0(n-1 log"1 «)).

The next theorem considers Dn of the analytic function f(z) = 2 <*nzn satisfying

(13) and Theorem 1. Not only is (8) satisfied but the stronger (9) is also satisfied

for all sufficiently large integers n. The proof of the next theorem is omitted because

it essentially follows Professor Grosswald's paper [5].

Theorem 10. Iff(z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and (13) then

(9) Dn = a2n{l + O{log^n)).

IV. Examples of functions in F2 which satisfy condition C.

(1) Dirichlet L-functions. Let m be a positive integer and let x be a real, non-

principal, primitive character mod m. The L-series associated with m is defined

to be

(26) L(s,x)= 2 x(n)n-\
71 = 1

We define

-(. + «)/2   -/J + u\T.     ,      . (0   ifx(-l)=l,
(27)    «*,x)-(^)"(     ,2r(^)z-(5,x)   where /x =

1    ifv(-l)= -1.

It is well known that ¿¡(s, x) is an entire function of 5 of order 1 satisfying, for our

choice of x, the functional equation

(28) &s,x) = t(l-s,x).

Since £Q+it, x) = €&-'*> x), we have symmetry about the line a=\ and we define

/     \-(l+2«)/4-(i0/2)       /l_|_2u      iz\

(29) H(z, x) - m + iz, x) = Q r(^+5jKi+fe, x).
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Hence all zeros of S(z, y) are real if and only if all zeros of F lie on the line

a=\+iz.

The Riemann hypothesis for the Dirichlet F-function claims that all zeros of

Lis, x) that lie in the strip 0<ct< 1 where <j=Re s lie on the line o = \, and this will

be the case if and only if all zeros of 3(z) are real. Let

/(z, x) = SOz1'2, v) = ai-z112, X) = É(¿+Z1/a, X) = 2 ^z\
71 = 0

Since £(s, x) is an entire function of order 1 (a proof of this can be found in [10]),

it follows that f(z, x) is an entire function of order \. If f0 is a real zero of 3(?, x)

then z = — t2 is a negative zero off(z, x). Hence, the Riemann hypothesis for L(s, x)

is equivalent to the statement that all the zeros of/(z, x) are negative. Since/(z, x)

is an entire function of z, it follows from page 24 of [4] that (8) must hold for all

Throughout the rest of this paper, when we say that an entire function is associated

with another function, we shall mean that the entire function stands in the same

relation to this other function as f(z) stands in relation to £(s) in [5] or as f(z, x)

stands in relation to L(s, x) in this paper. By using the results of §111, after showing

that/(z, x) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, we prove

Theorem 11. If L(s, x) is a Dirichlet L-function with x a real, nonprincipal,

primitive character and if f(z, x) = 2¿°=o «n2" & the entire function of order \ that is

associated with it, then the coefficients off(z) satisfy (9).

Proof. Since/(z, x) = £(i+zl/2> x), we apply (29) and take the logarithm of each

side, hence

log/(z,v) = -(i+^ + Ç)log^ + logr(i±^ + Ç)+logL(i + zl/2,x)-

Now we apply (10) and it follows that

.osA*.x) - -(^Ç) los^i **-l-¥-Ç

z1'2       /z1'2   2p+ l\ , 2p-1 ,     / m , 2p+1\
- Tlog (t+—)+ 4  log \2 +Ar)

+ (i log ¿)z1/2 + cs+Jiz) + Qiz, x),

where Ô(z,x) = log Fa+z1'2,^.

Í(z)=/((l+2/¿)/2+z1,2/2)(/xi = /¿3=0, p2 = l and /x may be either 0 or 1)

Ci=i, c2 = (2/x+l)/2, c3=0, c4 = (2/x+l)/4, c5=ilog(w/27re), c6=Jrlog27r-

H2p- l)/4) log 2-((2/1+ l)/4) log inelm). The coefficients of F(s, x) are |x(«)| Ú 1,
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so that Q(z, x) clearly satisfies the condition an = 0(nx) of Theorem 4 with A = 0.

Considering the range -n—8^ |0| S^ we have that

CO

0 = |L(z1/2 + i,x)| Ú 2 n"Re(2l/2+i) = £(x1/2cos(0/2) + |) = l+o(l).
n=l

Hence

-co ^ Re Q(z, x) = 0(log x).

Thus/(z, x) satisfies (13) and also the hypothesis of Theorem 6. Hence (17) of

Theorem 6 becomes

(30) /" \x, x) ■ \f(z, x)\ < exp {-x1'6/32} = A(x)

uniformly in S g |0| %,-n — 8, for x -*■ oo. In order to complete the verification that

f(z,x)tF, we must show that (30) holds also for -n — 8^|0|^tt. Once this is

verified (30) will hold as required by Theorem 1, for all values of 0, except |0| == 8.

We choose px = p3=0 and p2= 1, and we apply Theorem 7. Then (18) becomes

(18') |r(iz1/2 + (l +2f0/4)| < V^r exp {-tt/4 + 0(x113 log1'2 x)}.

Because in this range — oo = Re Q(z, x) = O(logx),

-oo = log |/(xei8, x)| < -^x1'2

and

logLw)J < -*1,2(ilogï?+i) < -kxW -logAW

holds uniformly also for -n — S<; |0| ^tt. This completes the proof that/(z, x) e E,

and since ä(x, x) = ax(x, x) it follows that f(z, x) e Fx. Now Theorem 11 follows

from (25) and Theorems 9 and 10.    Q.E.D.

(2) Ramanujarís arithmetical function.    The function t(«), defined in  §1, is

considered by Ramanujan in his memoir [11]. The associated Dirichlet series

(3D Z(s, r) = J &>
n=l    "

is absolutely convergent and Z(s, t) is regular for <r> 13/2. Wilton [12] proves that

Z(s, t) is an entire function satisfying

(32) (2ir)-sr(s)Z(s, r) = (277)s"12r(12-í)Z(12-í, t)

and that it has simple zeros at s = 0, — 1, — 2,.... We define

(33) US, r) = (2ir)-*r(s)Z(s, r).
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Since the poles of Fis) are cancelled by the zeros of Z(i, t), it follows that £(j, t) is

an entire function of s. Thus the functional equation (32) can be written as

(34) (ills, r) = Sis, t).

Since f(6 + /f, T) = f(6-/f, t), we have symmetry about the line <r=6 and we define

(35) 3(z, r) = f(6 + it, r) = (2w)-6 "i2r(6 + ¡z)Z(6 + iz, r).

Hence, all zeros of S(z, t) are real if and only if all zeros of Z(i, t) lie on the line

ct=6 + /z. Using a variation of the method by which Hardy first proved that the

Riemann zeta function has an infinite number of roots on the critical line o=\,

Wilton [12], proves that Z(s, t) has an infinite number of roots on the line <x=6.

The Riemann hypothesis for Z(s, t) claims that all zeros of Z(j, t) that lie in the

critical strip 11/2 < cr < 13/2, where <r=Re s, lie on the line a=6, and this will be

the case if all zeros of 3(z, t) are real. Suppose

/(z, t) = 30z1'2, r) . ¿(6-z1'2, r) = ¿(6 + Z1'2, r) =   £ anz\
n = 0

Since $is, t) is an entire function of order 1, we have that/(z, r) is an entire function

of order \. If t0 is a real zero of 3(i, t) then z= — t2 is a negative zero of/(z, t).

Hence the Riemann hypothesis for Z(s, t) is equivalent to the statement that all the

zeros of/(z, t) are negative. Once again, it follows from [4] that (8) must hold for

all«^l.

By following the procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 11 it can be shown

that

Theorem 12. Let Z(«, t) be given by (31). If f(z, r) = 5(/z1/2, T) = 2n=o«nzA

is the entire function that is associated with Zis, t), then the coefficients offiz, t)

satisfy (9).

(3) Dedekind zeta function. Let K be an algebraic number field of degree N.

The Dedekind zeta function is

(36) £(*,*) = 2 (WO"'.

where the summation is over all nonzero integral ideals in the field K, and A^ is

the norm of the ideal 91 in K, and the sum converges for a > 1. We let

/•i = number of real conjugates of K,

2r2 = number of imaginary conjugates of K,

A = discriminant.

It can be shown that Us, K) can be continued analytically throughout the entire

plane and that it satisfies a functional equation which can be written as

(37) $1is,K) = tiils,K)

where

iiis, K) = rri(í/2)p2(j)5-sí(i, K)   and   B = 2r*ir1"2 |A| ~112.
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Since £(í, K) has simple poles at 5 = 0 and 5=1, so has Çx(s, K). Thus we define

(38) fts,K) = $s{s- l)$x(s,K).

From the properties of £,(s, K) it follows that Ç(s, K) is an entire function of order 1

satisfying

(39) £(s,K) = $(l-s,K).

Because of the symmetry about the line a=\ we define

(40) Z(z,K) = £(\ + iz,K).

It can be shown that S(z, K) is an even entire function of order 1. The Riemann

hypothesis for l(s, K) claims that all the zeros of t,(s, K) which lie in the strip

0<a< 1, where <j=Re (s), lie on the line o=\+it (t real). This will occur if and

only if all zeros of 3(z, K) are real. We define/(z, K) = Z(iz112, K) = ^-z112, K)

= «f(| + z1'2, /0 = 2n"=o V". Clearly

f(z, K) = Kz-i)rr1a + z1'2/2)P2(| + z1'2)ß-1'2-2l,2«r(i + z1'2, K).

Since f(s, K) is an entire function of order 1, it follows that f(z, K) is an entire

function of z of order \. If t0 is a real zero of S(i, K) then z = — t2 is a negative

zero off(z, K). It follows that the Riemann hypothesis for £(s, K) is equivalent to

the statement that all the zeros off(z, K) are negative.

Once again, following the general procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 11

it can be shown that

Theorem 13. Let l(s, K) be given by (36). If f(z, K) = Z(iz112, K) = ^=0 anzn is

the entire function that is associated with (.(s, K), then its coefficients satisfy (9).

V. Other examples.

(1) Epstein zeta function.   We now consider a special case of the Epstein zeta

function defined by

(4i) z(i>ß)=2r{ß(m-«)}"s.
m    n

where the dash indicates that the summation is over all integer values of m and n

except m = n - 0, Q(m, n) = m2 + dn2, A = Ad and the number of classes of quadratic

forms of discriminant —A is greater than one. Mordell [18] shows that Z(s, Q)

= (27r/A1,2)2s- 1(r(l - j)/r(j))Z(l - s, Q) is a meromorphic function with a single pole

at 5= 1 and is analytic and regular for s=£ 1. Thus, defining

(42) f(s, Q) = ±s(s- 1)(2WA1'2)-T(5)Z(5, Q),

we have

(43) «1-í,0 = Í(í,0.
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Thus £(s, Q) is an entire function of order 1 that is symmetrical about the line

a=\ and we define

(44) 3(z, ß) = tit+iz, Q).

It can be shown that 5(z, Q) is an even entire function of order 1. The Riemann

hypothesis for Z(i, Q), which as we pointed out earlier is false, claims that all the

zeros of Z(s, Q) which lie in the strip 0<ct< 1 (a=Rei) lie on the line a=^+it.

This will occur if and only if all zeros of 3(z, Q) are real. We define

/(z, Q) = Si/z1'2, Q) = èi\~zm, Q) = ¿(i + z1'2, Q) = J <Vn.
n = 0

Clearly

f(z, Q) - |(z-i)(27r/A1'2)-1'2-1,2r(i + z1'2)Za + z1'2, Q).

Since £(z, Q) is an entire function of order 1, it follows that f(z, Q) is an entire

function of order \. If 10 is a real zero of 3(f, Q), then z = — t2 is a negative zero of

/(z, Q). Thus the Riemann hypothesis for Z(s, g) is equivalent to the statement that

all the zeros of /(z, Q) are negative.

Once again following the general procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 11,

we have

Theorem 14. Let Z(s, Q) be given by (41). If f(z, ß) = 3(/z1'2, 0 = 2"= o <Vn is

the entire function that is associated with Z(í, Q), then its coefficients satisfy (9).

(2) Class F function for which condition C does not hold. Hayman [7] proves

ea = 2"=o (zn/«!) eF. For this function an=l/«! and Dn = «a2-(«+l)an_ian + i=0.

Calling this function/(z) one may work backwards and construct a function lis)

that stands in the same relation to/(z) as Ç(s) stands in relation to the function/(z)

of [5]. (Or, equivalently, as L(s, x) stands in relation to/(z, x) >n this paper.) It is

easy to show that l(s) e Fx, and one finds

2irs'2
Ue)   =   _ZZ._ g(s-1/2)2

MW     sis-l)Vis\2)

a meromorphic function with only one pole at s= 1 with residue 2e1'4 there. This

function has zeros at i= — 2, -4,..., and it has no complex zeros.
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